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Focus Today

• Chlamydia surveillance – the example today
• GRHANITE™ - A tool for designed for 

ethical access to data for research and audit 
purposes

• Pathology data in GP computer systems
• How can we systematically parse the data?
• Does it work?



Figure 1: Chlamydia Notification Rates 
in Australia per 100,000, 1999 - 2008

Source: National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System
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Figure 2: Chlamydia Notification 
Numbers by Age and Sex, 2008

Figure 2: Notification numbers by age and sex, 2008
Source: National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System
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Figure 3: Chlamydia by Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander status 
and year*

*Jurisdictions in which Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander status was reported for more 
than 50% of diagnoses (NT, SA, VIC and WA)

Source: National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance System
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An example of GRHANITE 
information flows
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Australian Privacy Foundation Quotation

‘There is apparently limited recognition of 
the highly sensitive nature of identifiable 
health data, and the ensuing range of 
potentials for harm to individuals and to 
confidence in the medical record system 
which may arise from flaws in the 
design and execution of such monolithic 
systems.’

http://www.privacy.org.au/Campaigns/E_Health_Record/index.html

http://www.privacy.org.au/


The Technology - GRHANITE

• State of the art software for ethically managing clinical data for audit 
and research

• Designed from scratch with the purpose of ‘raising the bar’ in the 
ethical management of clinical data in Australia

• The result of over 20 years experience in large-scale health 
communications and medical research ethics

• Developed by the University of Melbourne over the last three years
• It ensures the rights of the individual are upheld and respected

– Can work with most database technologies
– Ensures that patient consent processes are followed – data only moves 

with the appropriate consent
– GRHANITE allows us to record-link data when required BUT even if 

subpoenaed by a court of law we are physically unable to determine 
person identity 

– Practice computer security is unaffected by GRHANITE



GRHANITE – current installations



Generic Interfacing



Consent management

Different 
types of 
consent 
can be 

managed



Data Export Preview



Data as it leaves the practice



Typical GRHANITE Data

Patients

Consultation dates

Chlamydia test results



A closer look at pathology data

• Test results arrive at practices either manually or via 
Pathology Information Transfer (PIT) format or HL7

• Regardless, assuming the data is electronically imported, 
the data may still be textual in nature (non-numeric) – 
especially for tests such as chlamydia or HIV

• Every lab in Australia has a different structure to their lab 
reports – a set of rules to identify a disease and outcome 
for one lab will not necessarily work with another

• What we can do is extract only the test results without 
identifying information – and so without exposing identity 
we can centrally analyse tests and generate rules to 
control their behaviour.

• Only because of the security and identification protection 
mechanisms of GRHANITE can we do this.



What do we extract?

• We developed overarching rules to limit the 
extraction of pathology test results to those indicative 
of Chlamydia

• On occasion we have test results with no 
corresponding test request or a test request with no 
corresponding test result – the percentage of these 
help in validating the quality of the data held within 
the practice

• We stipulate test search names such as:
– CHLA, TRACH, NG AND CT, CT AND NG

• And test results containing CHLA or TRACH.
• These rules do require some research initially to 

determine what general terms reliably catch the data.



The data looks like this

\par Clin Note : Routine,Screening, last UPSI 4 months ago\par 
\par  \b EXAMINATION FOR CHLAMYDIA BY PCR\b0 \par 
\par SPECIMEN :                          URINE\par \par  Chlamydia 
trachomatis Not Detected\par \par  SL\par \par  Tests 
requested (Please note * indicates test result pending):\par  
SYPS,HIVS,P,CHL,GON

\b CLINICAL NOTES:\b0  \par \par CHLAMYDIA 
TRACHOMATIS BY PCR    \par \par Collection site              
Cervix/Endocervix\par \par C.trachomatis Not 
Detected\par \par GSC-W CHY-C \par \par This request has 
other tests in progress at the time of reporting



Chlamydia Parsing Rules



Typical auto-generated code for 
processing rules



The process

• 10 practices, 236 rules, 16 laboratories
• > 11,000 lines of SQL automatically generated (no room for human error)
• Rule processing takes about 5 minutes then we have our systematic data

Status



Validation

• For the Burnet ACCESS project we receive data 
directly from some laboratories

• We are able to compare the number of tests 
received from a laboratory in a fixed time period 
with the number of tests found in a practice 
database using GRHANITE. Any disparity 
represents less than perfect data.

• We can also compare test request numbers 
against test results to determine disparity in test 
requesting and result data within the practice 
database.



Results

• We validated data from 5 practices where we had corresponding laboratory 
data.

• GRHANITE correctly classified 100% of all Chlamydia tests as positive or 
negative and correctly identified the specimen type in all cases.

• In all but one practice, 92 – 95% of data matched exactly with the 
laboratory data.

• Where the matches were not present, we were able to identify disparity 
between practice test requests and test results – i.e. even without access 
to lab results we know we can determine rates of data incompleteness.

• Knowing the rate of incompleteness allows us to reliably use the data for 
research and we don’t need to separately query the lab data.

• We also have some test requests with no corresponding lab test result and 
for the first time we are able to determine rates of laboratory test 
incompletion.

• The one site that had lower completeness rates was obvious via the test 
request comparision data – it is running an old system and the practice has 
been experiencing problems with its electronic lab interfaces – indeed we 
were able to tell the practice which one was causing them a problem.



Conclusions

• GRHANITE provides the safety blanket that 
allows us to ethically extract and manipulate 
pathology test results as well as other clinical data 
on a secure, ethical, study-by-study basis.

• We can interface currently to MD2, MD3, 
Communicare, Zedmed and Best Practice

• Data is never perfect, but our systematic parsing 
allows us to use pathology test result data from 
primary care with confidence.

• In conjunction with the ability of GRHANITE to 
record link without exposing person identifiers, we 
have the means of supporting systematic record- 
linked research spanning the primary / secondary 
care divide.



Future Directions

• We plan to systematically implement the 
technologies across NE Victoria over the next 
three years as part of the DHS Victoria funded 
University of Melbourne Centre for Excellence in 
Rural Sexual Health in Shepparton.

• We are also planning to implement the technology 
as part of a Commonwealth RCT in approximately 
140 sites Nationally.

• We are working with BioGrid Australia to validate 
the efficacy of GRHANITE for cross-jurisdictional 
record linkage.

• We have piloted record linkage between DHS 
Victoria and Biogrid and we are about to validate 
the linkage against AIHW linkage algorithms.
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Using ‘Hashing’ to preserve 
Anonymity

Surname + Forename + Date of Birth
“Boyle” + “Douglas” + “19690118”

“BoyleDouglas19690118”

‘SHA-256 Hash generation’ and additional ‘AES encryption’ using 
secured encryption passphrase

“u62KHSJyZQUt2QJkOUSXyFie4B5g2yVv/8kzvj4FUr 
sLV0EvZjsig3keoCIh3TcMcDR5/m5SOEgsl8Z/diucZQ 
AzVaX+iBKz/mzfFfiDdCA=”

Example:



Typical GRHANITE Data

Data used to link patients 
(NO names, dates of birth, Medicare ID or other usual identifier)
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